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About This Game

Far below the noisy metropolis of St. Armando, Bwana follows in the footsteps of his lost father together with Kito and Lina. In
their search for the mysterious Underland, they discover a dark conspiracy shrouding the fate of Captain Kaonandodo.

In the second chapter, the plot thickens as our heroes plunge down into the mist below the Edge and wind up in the foggy and
treacherous town of Port Artue where they find themselves cornered by pirates and on the run from the law.

The Journey Down is a classic point-and-click saga with an Afro-Caribbean vibe.

Features

* A twisting tale of intriguing adventure
* Tons of handpainted environments

* An all original jazzy reggae soundtrack
* A fully voiced cast

* HD art and animations
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has castlevania Bloodlines, 10\/10

Okay, no, but for real, this is a good collection of some great games but as a collection I think it is sorely missing some features
like control mapping, sound test, options menu, and the ability to go back to the main menu and select a different game if you
want.
Also, some of the games has some sound issues, like in castlevania 1 I will sometimes hear a loud, high pitch clicking instead of
a heart collect\/enemy hit sound, and the controls are reversed for my controller, and I really think that this game needs a button
mapping menu.

It's good if you want to play the classics but it is lacking some basic features a collection needs. Avoid Castlevania 2.

Also add in the ability to change CV3's damage to the Japanese version's damage, thank you.. Katie is a very simple, short,
dialogue based story game. It's not be the most interesting or well written game but I feel that it's a unique storytelling
experience unlike any other game I have played. While yeah, most of the game is just looking for Katie and then talking to her,
Katie has some AI of her own and sometimes will find you on her own accord which took me by surprise, and the few moments
where Katie leads you to a new place really feels like you are participating in an experience. Not your character. These
interactions and the first person perspective and the few simple stuff you have to do to move the story along help a lot to put
*you* into the game and making it feel like you're sharing a personal moment with Katie. It's pretty nifty.. This game isn't
anything amazing but it is fun. At the start it seemed pretty straight forward and before I knew it I was trying to perfect my run
and make that money to make my car better. I would recommend this game. Its a simple yet entertaining game, I would like to
see leader boards...

7/10. What a fun game. After ten minutes of play I was sweating bullets Great leg workout....ahahaha...for real.
Great potential for upgrading...How about options for NHL uniforms....moving players...and swithcing between shooter and
goalie.....and an option for coming out of the net and kicking the crap out of the forwards? LOL. Well... It's a game with motion
blur, and i guess it good for noobs?. I've been waiting for a game like this since Starship Troopers on pc, if you're into starship
troopers then this game is probably going to be for you... Eventually. If you play solo you might get an hours gameplay out of it
but with friends you may get a few more hours. In it's current state the game is bare bones and hugely lacking any depth. The
base game is there, great graphics and great gameplay from what is there but there just isn't all that much at this moment in
time. If you're into starship troopers then this game is 100% for you! Show some support and hope that the devs continue to
update this game with a ton of content!. A terribly made and horribly controlled game, I got this for 5 cents, and even thats too
much. If you wanta quality, cheap, pixel zombie game, get dead pixels.. Great! The new characters are unique and fun to play,
the new parallel quests are the kind I like, you can finally learn zamasu moves, S.S. Deadly Bomber, petrifying spit, etc. In other
games, $10 gets you 1 char, here, you get 4 chars, 3 of whom are entirely unique, and buuhan is still great fun to use and play...
just not too different. Kind of what you expect from a buuhan, really.
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The game doesn't ♥♥♥♥ing run SEND HELP

It looks good tho. Im reallu challenged in writing this review, I have two dilemmas for this review; the game is amazing and has
potential; but there is no servers and is just left to die. If this gets servers back and gets people playing the game I would
definley give a reccomend this game to you. But this is just left and has no-one left. This in my opinion is not worth your
money.. Its a cheap puzzle game where u gotta put the blocks onto the blocks and sometimes you're like **** i lost my blocks. I
only brought this dlc because of the celica, as the rest of the pack doesn't interest me one bit, as we have many "serious" race
cars in the game now.

But thankfully at least kunos gave us one fun car to throw about on road tracks.
And ohh my, the celica is great fun, feels brilliant on the transfagarasan north hill climb!.

I personally wouldn't recommend this dlc just because with what I said on the first sentence. BUT as it works and looks good I
can't give a bad review :).

Please kunos give us another japanese car pack or a hot hatch car pack or etc, just something fun!. I know you dislike people's
opinions, but people will love it honestly!.. too much story and little game play. amazing game, great replayability and content
for only $7. A good game. Has a lot of potential. It's a good Civ clone, it has all the vibes of Civ games from Civ 1 - 6 and could
be developed further. I will change my review to recommend after a lots of improvements or when it's out of early access (with
a lots of improvements, of course).. absolutely love this game. it's like Tiny Bang Story and those find wally puzzle games. Well
I'm basically reviewing the original 1983 book here, though I do remember a few differences in the original text. No colourised
drawings this time, which is acceptable. My main interest in these adaptations of gamebooks is, they take away the effort of
page turning, dice rolling, adventure sheet editing etc. and they can also make sure you don't cheat. Citadel of Chaos is a
favourite of mine even though it has some obvious faults i.e it's very short and has a rather too narrow correct path to the end.
But there are interesting opponents\/encounters from the dog-ape and ape-dog at the citadel gate, right up to the dark,
mysterious Balthus Dire himself at the apex of the citadel. The magic use makes it good too, you often have alternatives to the
sword-fight to the death and can use them to dodge opponents. Russ Nicholson's art is very good and gives the book mystery and
danger. Now I think Balthus Dire has a bit more depth than Zagor the Warlock from the first book. He is a warrior-sorcerer like
yourself. The battle with Dire in his private chamber has stages to it, he tries different ways to thwart your assassination attempt
and there is even a bit of a war of words. Of course, you also pit your magic against his.
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